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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.

6. What are Cursors ? What are their types ?

Give syntax for each. 15

Unit IV

7. What are active databases ? Describe

implementation of ECA rules in PL/SQL with

syntax of each. 15

8. Write short notes on the following : 15

(a) Dataware house components

(b) CUBE technology.
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Unit I

1. (a) You want to create a foreign key

constraint on a table with existing data.

Is it possible to do so ? If no, give

reasons if yes give syntax to do the same.

7

(b) What are various privileges available to

users in oracle ? Discuss the commands

for managing privileges in oracle 10 g.

8

2. (a) What is data dictionary ? Explain

commands related to data dictionary in

oracle 10 g. 7

(b) What are the contents of control and redo

files ? How to use these files in data

administration ? 8

Unit II

3. (a) What is data base recovery ? Describe

various commands related to database

recovery in oracle 10 g. 8

(b) Give syntax of import/export utility. What

is application of import export utility in

oracle ? Explain with example. 7

4. Describe configuration of oracle shared server

architecture in details. 15

Unit III

5. (a) What is the purpose of the optional

argument [OR REPLACE] in a CREATE

TRIGGER command ?

(b) Write a statement to disable a triger

named update_marks.

(c) Explain the modes of parameters that can

be passed to a procedure.

(d) What is difference between a Cursor

declared in a procedure and Cursor

declared in a package specification ?

(e) What is function in PL/SQL ? How is it

different from a procedure ? 5×3=15
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